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Body Print

®

SUPPORT SYSTEM

• Softer, lighter weight Quantum™ fabric coil
encasing enhances personal comfort as it
reduces partner disturbance.
• “Barrel-shaped” coils provide an initial luxurious
softness followed by firmer, more responsive
support as more weight is applied.

www.lpbodyprint.com
The Active Support Technology
of innersprings allow your
muscles to relax in a more natural
sleep position. The coils adjust
instantly to your sleep movements,
comforting and supporting your body actively
as you dream on.

as your
own

®

• Each coil flexes independently to optimize body
contouring while quietly providing support.
• High tensile wire is electronically tempered
as each coil is formed, to improve resiliency for
better performance and longer mattress life.
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Body Print.

Five-Zone
Body Print® Advanced

Tri-Zone
Body Print®

Body Print® Coils are
designed to flex and conform
independently of each other
to reduce motion transfer and
help eliminate partner sleeping
disturbance.

Fabric Encased Coil Support System
8” high profile coils are precisely formed by computer
control, then pre-compressed and inserted into
premium Quantum™ lightweight fabric; each pocket
is ultrasonically welded.

Fabric Encased Coil Support System
6” high profile coils are precisely formed by computer
control, then pre-compressed and inserted into
premium Quantum™ lightweight fabric; each pocket
is ultrasonically welded.

5-Zones of Posturizing Support
More resilient support, shoulder, hip and thigh zones
feature five strategically placed support zones to
equalize additional body weight for uniform, deeply
individualized comfort over the entire unit.

3-Zones of Posturizing Support
Support is added in the center third of the innerspring
unit where body weight is highest. Center third band
of support equalizes additional weight for uniform,
deeply individualized comfort over the entire unit.

Soft Touch® Coils
Designed to create overall softness and comfort to the
touch followed by good responsive
support that helps maintain
correct postural alignment.

Body Print® conforms to your individual contours

Body Print Coils are
encased in durable
noise reducing
Quantum Fabric,
sewn into rows and
ultrasonically welded
together for greater
strength.
Leggett & Platt’s exclusive
SoftTouch® coil springs
provide initial softness to
the touch, becoming firmer
for needed support as
weight is applied, resulting
in luxurious comfort and
support.

